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A Model Horse Tackmaking Project: 

	 Bareback	Pads	for	Stablemate-	
	 and	Pebbles-scale	Model	Horses

by Sarah Tregay

My horse, Mr. Pots,
wearing his bareback pad
before an autumn ride.

Showing minis in performance is a challenge. 
The tiny buckles, fine leather, and gobs of sticky 
wax is enough to make most showers start 
talking to themselves. I’ve eased a bit of my own 
performance-show stress by using bareback pads 
in a class or two. Not only do they feature one 
simplified buckle, but also little-to-no sticky 
wax. They can also swing English or western 
depending on the bridle that is (already) on the 
model.
My favorite classes for bareback pads are games, 
such as a hot-pad relay or ride a buck; natural 

trail; and, of course, other performance (for 
English or western bareback). They are especially 
useful (and affordable) for events where you need 
to tack up more than one model.
Descriptions should mention the casual nature 
of the entry, such as “at a Pony Club play day,” 

“casual bareback ride in the woods,” or “at a  
4-H games day.”
Mini bareback pads are as easy to make as they  
are to put on a model.
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List of Supplies:
Pattern shape cut from ultra-suede, suede, felt, 

or chamois.
Leather lace or ribbon 
 Width: approx 1/8 inch wide for Stablemate; 

approx 3/16 inch wide for Pebbles
 Length: One and a half times circumference 

of model at girth + 3/4 inch
2 jump rings (3 mm for Stablemate; 5 mm for 

Pebbles/Little Bit)
Aleene’s Tacky Glue (or craft glue)
Clear fingernail polish (if using ribbon)

List of Tools:
Scissors 
Needle-nose pliers
Safety beveller or skiver  

(if using leather lace/optional)

Supplies

Pattern

STEP 1:
Cut out pattern and cut shape from material such 
as felt, suede, ultra-suede, or chamois. Any fabric 
or leather that does not unravel is a potential 
candidate for this project.
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STEP 2: Handle 
Cut	a	small	piece	of	lace	or	ribbon	to	make	handle.	
Approximately	½	inch	for	Stablemate	scale	and	
approximately	¾	inch	for	Pebbles/Little	Bit.	
If	using	leather,	feel	free	to	trim	lace	lengthwise	so	
it	is	not	as	wide	as	your	girth	piece.	
Skive	leather	lace	by	slicing	off	the	rough	surface	
on	the	back	(to	make	it	less	thick)	if	you	like.
(Tip:	Kangaroo	lace	tends	to	be	thinner	and	
more	malleable	than	calf	lace	and	may	not	need	
skiving.)
Fold	handle	like	a	V	over	the	pad	so	half	is	
underneath	and	half	is	on	top.	Center	on	pad	at	
withers	and	glue.

STEP 4: Buckle
Skive	remaining	lace	if	you	prefer.	
Thread	both	jump	rings	over	one	end	of	the	lace/
ribbon,	leaving	about	a	¼	inch	tail.	Align	the	open	
part	of	both	jump	rings	to	they	end	up	under	the	
leather.	Fold	the	tail	back	on	itself	(over	the	jump	
rings)	and	glue.	This	will	be	the	buckle.

Completed handle at front and center.

STEP 3: Jump Ring Check
Close	jump	rings	with	needle-nose	pliers	if	
needed.	

Making the buckle out of 2 jump rings.

Completed buckle on leather lace.
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STEP 6: Gluing  the Girth
Lift	half	of	the	girth	and	apply	glue.	
Lift	the	other	half	and	apply	glue.	
Buckle	the	pad	in	place	by	threading	the	tail	
through	both	rings,	then	looping	it	back	through	
one	ring	like	a	belt.
Allow	to	dry.

Placing the parts (without glue)

STEP 5:
Place	pad	on	horse	(preferably	a	body)	and	
position	the	girth	over	it.	The	buckle	should	fall	
in	the	elbow	region	on	the	left	side.	The	rest	of	the	
girth	will	loop	up	over	the	pad/over	the	horses	
back.
(Tip:	If	you	must	use	a	show-quality	model	to	
make	your	pad,	cover	the	model	with	Saran	wrap	
to	protect	it	from	the	glue)

Without moving the parts off your model, lift half of 
the girth and apply glue. Lower girth back into place.

Repeat on other side of the girth.

Buckle the buckle and let glue dry.
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STEP 7: 
Trim	excess	tail,	avoid	cutting	too	short	so	you	
have	plenty	to	work	with	when	tacking	up	at	the	
show.	
If	you	are	using	ribbon,	apply	clear	fingernail	
polish	to	end.	
Add	a	dab	of	sticky	wax	so	tail	doesn’t	hang	
down.	If	you	prefer,	you	may	add	a	keeper	to	
hold	the	tail	in	place.	

Completed bareback pads on show models.


